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s economic times become tougher on business, owners start re-evaluating
strategies and options for not only increasing revenue, but also for reducing
cost. One place that meets many of their requirements and satisfies budget
cut marching orders is the Web.
For many business owners this may mean a new effort at building a
presence, i.e., a new website, or simply a refresh of an old one. Either way,
the goals are the same. Reduce cost, increase profit.
Since most businesses lack a dedicated designer or programmer,
many rely on their marketing personnel, IT person, or ad agency for direction, and
on their creatives for building or re-vamping their site. While these people may often
be very knowledgeable, sadly, they rarely have the knowledge to provide an informed
opinion, seldom possessing detailed expertise regarding a website’s actual workings.
In fact, most companies simply outsource their website upkeep, then correspondingly mark-up sales to you.
Now, nobody’s claiming you need to be a programmer to have a website. The
truth is just the opposite. With just a modicum of knowledge, any layperson can
create a website and maintain it. The original purpose of the Web was to relay
information between people – not to test our graphical or analytical abilities,
but to allow a free flow of information. a
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The Index Connection

The ABCs of SEO
The Web isn’t a scary place. Let’s
get into some nuts and bolts. It’s called
SEO – Search Engine Optimization.
First, having started as a programmer in 1973, I know that most
people view computers as infernal
machines, frustrating and intimidating. Simply trying to understand
why something they did yesterday
doesn’t work today makes most
people furious; fathoming how a
website actually works defies general comprehension. Still, certain
simple principles can be helpful.
Computers around the world
contain billions of pages in millions
of websites, and it just isn’t possible
to know what’s on all of them. Despite all the publicity that search engines like MSN, Google, and Yahoo,
and their clones all get, only a small
part of the Web is actually indexed
by these engines. Most of the Web is
simply out there, unknown to anyone
except the lone user who actually
posted that page there. No matter
how many different word search
combinations you try, most of that
information won’t be accessible for
months, years, or maybe never at all.
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Indexing – that’s the word. What
does it mean? If the World Wide Web
(www) is a file cabinet, each drawer
is a topic, like “Security,” and each
folder is a website (yourwebsite.com).
The pages inside are the pages of a
website (somepage.html). You, a human search engine, have been tasked
to find security companies in the city.
Your job is to gather all pages in the
drawers or the folders themselves and
return them, for use in deciding which
security firm to hire.
Opening the file cabinet, you find
to your horror that, while the drawers are alphabetized on the outside,
the folders inside have been randomly
tossed into any drawer as people
removed and used them. So, what to
do? First, sort all the folders in each
drawer into alphabetical order, right?
But does that really solve what we
need to do?
In short, no. We know from experience that security company names
don’t all start with the word “security.”
More importantly, other companies’
folders or pages may refer to security
companies that they use. References
are always good indicators, all the
more so when from a reliable source.
So what would a computer do; or more
importantly, how does a search engine
solve this?

How Engines Search
The search engines first ID a site
– maybe supplied via a submission,
or by a link from another site that led
it to you. However it managed to find
you, that in itself is quite an accomplishment. Most search engines use
machines to scour the Web for information. In most cases, there isn’t a
human being that is moving around
backstage at the Web looking for you.
Besides being far too slow, it’s also far
too inaccurate. So back to our filing
cabinet example.
So now, instead of doing it yourself, let’s use a small technological
“bot” to look for our security company.
The little tech bot has found all of our
drawers in our file cabinet and begins
going through each folder and piece
of paper it can find. That is, if we tell it
where to look.
How does it know where to start? –
it could start anywhere. Generally it will
be your initial page (our file cabinet top
drawer), but if it found you from another

website it may start there. So where it
starts can be random, even as silly as
your email page. For our example, let’s
say it starts with the top drawer. So just
like a tree extending its branches from
the trunk, it starts reading and filing
information about what it sees.
Now, computers are really very
stupid devices. They really only
know what to display because we tell
them to. In our example, an important search word is “security.” If you
ask the computer what the word
“security” means, you might get an
answer like this: “an evidence of debt or of
property, as a bond or a certificate of stock.”

Accurate, yes, but not what we
want. Some long-ago programmer
coded the computer that this is the
meaning of “security,” for good or
bad, and to weight that definition
accordingly. It only knows that when
you ask for “what is security?”, that
this is the definition you want. So
maybe we need to refine what we are
looking for. Typing “security” in the
search bar may not get us the returns
we want. If you’re perplexed as to why
your searches return weird pages,
you are not alone.

Getting Indexed is Key
Let’s step back and finish our
discussion on indexing.
Our little computer bot has finished reading as many of the pages
and drawers as it was allowed to.
This is key. Unless your site is heavily
trafficked, your site will probably

not all be indexed. You may have
10 pages but only six get indexed.
That’s important, because you don’t
control which pages, or the amount.
It’s possible that the only one you
wanted listed, gets omitted. Making
yourself very popular can lessen this
concern. Popular websites will get
most, if not all, of their pages listed.
As our bot came across a keyword, it stored it in an “index” file for
use later in looking things up inside
our file cabinet. As mentioned earlier,
keywords may be scattered all over
the cabinet, but with good indexing,
a computer can quickly shuffle all
our loose files into a nice, orderly
array. Since our keyword was “security,” it will start the array with the
folder or file that it felt had the word
“security” mentioned most often,
ranking that file or folder first.

What About a Tie?
Most search firms have algorithms that are used to determine
page rankings. The ones that carry
the biggest weight are pages that
point BACK to your site. To take
it even a step further, the more
popular or respected a pointer back
to you, the higher you will climb in
the search engine returns. Great
pointers would be from educational
websites like colleges, or from governmental websites like the U.S. government. Getting links from them
are hard to come by but are like gold
when they can be secured.

Most search engines use machines [bots]
to scour the Web for information. . .
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think I’m really popular.” Nice idea,
but wrong again. In fact, when
most search engines discover this,
they may ban your site altogether
– not good, if you ever hope to
be found. Most of these so-called
sites are just link-backs that aren’t
popular anyway, and would have
dubious value.

Solid Results

If you have ever visited a website that gets
high-volume traffic already,

you can piggyback on their work.

What are some of these?

YouTube, Craigslist, and Yahoo are three.
A Popularity Contest
What happens to our index if we
add some more folders or drawers?
Well, our index really is only valid as
of the date the bot did the indexing.
Search engines will revisit your site
and redo the indexing, but for lowerranking websites this could be a very
long time.
Indexing, then, is a way for search
engines to quickly return information
it found in various sources really fast.
So if that’s the case and you want your

folder to be first, why not just plaster the word “Security” all over your
website homepage, to make the little
bots think you’re popular? Not so fast.
The search engines are already on to
that little trick. That may have worked
several years ago, but now the bots
“know” if you’re trying to game
the system.
Links from other sites mean a lot.
“I’ll just contract with someone who
has a lot of sites and have them link
back to me. Then the little bot will

What are we to do? The simplest
answer is hard work. Do you ever talk
to clients about exchanging links for
each of your sites? – it’s a win/win
for both businesses. If you have 10
clients, that’s 10 more chances for
that bot cruising around to see you
and start directing people to your
site. It’s that easy to implement, and
the bounce your site will get in the
rankings can’t be bought. How hard
is it to create a link on a site?
Here’s the actual code:
<a href=”http://www.yourwebsitename.com” target=”_blank”>Go to
my company website</a>
That little bit of code, if placed
on a website, will tell that bot there’s
a website at yourwebsitename.com.
If that were a real link, clicking the
“Go to my company website” would
tell your browser that’s the place
you wish to visit. The _blank tells
the browser to open that website in
a new window, not the same one we
are currently looking at. Simple.
How much do you pay a Web person to basically type that on your website? It shouldn’t be much. If you know
what’s involved, you may feel cheated
by what you have been paying.
As mentioned earlier, the Web
wasn’t designed to be hard or difficult. Getting that little bit of code
onto your client’s site could net you
several pages of movement in the
search engines.

Link with Other Sites
Let’s look at another free way to
move your site.
If you have ever visited a website that gets high-volume traffic
already, you can piggyback on their
work. What are some of these?
YouTube, Craigslist, and Yahoo are
three; there are many, many more.
Do you have a product that would
benefit from a video demonstration?
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If your answer is yes, why don’t you
have one posted on YouTube? Most
search engines index these hightraffic sites very fast, sometimes
even the same day. Those return
links are like gold.
What was one of my keys in
moving your site up the rankings?
Yes, getting links from high-traffic
sites to link back to yours. There’s
no law that says you can’t create
the link yourself. Having a video,
or videos, posted are like extensions to your own website. With the
widespread adoption of broadband
connections, companies can take
advantage of higher bandwidth applications, such as video, to properly
state or display what they have to
offer. Make your service or product
more visible, while getting a great
free link back to your site.
Look carefully on Yahoo and
you’ll find a section where people
answer each others’ questions. There
are many such sites where questions and answers can be posted.
Get involved in these. Ever been to
a site and seen a little section at the
bottom for comments? Never miss an
opportunity to fill it out. If only to say
“great information.”
The key to helping your site?
Never fail to post your website address
anytime you post something online.

O

ur search strategy is focused on three areas – delivering the
best results, simplifying key tasks, and innovating in the business model. Our aim is to provide people with a rich search
experience that helps simplify their tasks – whether that be looking
for answers, researching a trip, or shopping – across PC and mobile,
using more interactive tools such as images, video, and locationbased services, not just the ten blue links that we’re used to today.
Opportunities in the search arena are unlimited, and ultimately
it is consumers who will benefit most from continued innovation in
this space. When we look back 10 years from now, the search technology we currently see as revolutionary will have become quite archaic. Today it takes a person an average of 11 queries to find what
they are looking for, primarily because the results are disorganized
and often out-of-date for all but the simplest of queries. In addition,
50 percent of a person’s searches are either exact or partial repeats,
and 46 percent of all search sessions take a person more than 30
minutes to complete. Enabling people to find better results faster
and discover more – that’s exactly the kind of challenge that gets us
excited at Microsoft.

Your name
http://www.yourwebsitename.com
You have now created a link
back to your site that when the bot
indexes that site it will pick up your
name also. Remember, computers
are stupid. They don’t know why
you’re there; they only see you are
there, and flag it.
To do this, you must get everyone onboard. To repeat, this is a free
link sitting on Yahoo or other highvalue websites that simply can’t be
overstated. It’s a kind of exposure
that can’t be purchased with any
amount of money. Your marketing
person should set aside some time
every day to frequent these sites and
make posts. Each time this is done,
it can potentially move your site
several listings higher.
If you want to see where a site
ranks, you can visit:
http://www.alexa.com
While not perfect, this can tell
you where your website ranks.
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Never assume
that paying more

will automatically
translate into higher
rankings on the
search engine.

Hire Help

Do Paid Listings Pay?

While learning advanced CSS
(cascading style sheets), HTML,
sitemaps, and other exploits is
beyond the scope of this article,
understanding that a well-written
website can get your site indexed
faster also. This is where a quality
programmer can help. This SEO,
the process of improving the volume and quality of traffic to a website, does have merit and shouldn’t
be understated. However, when
you start hearing “guarantees”
about page placement, especially
on Google, it may be time to look
elsewhere for a programmer.
Splashy intros and graphic-laden
pages are fun, but bots don’t really
pick up on them, and it’s all so
much gibberish that hurts more
than helps placement.
Finally, as a business owner
you need to understand that this
work has no set price – small sites
may go for thousands of dollars, or
as cheap as a few hundred. Never
assume that paying more will automatically translate into higher
rankings on the search engine. It’s
important to ask questions about
what percentage of the money is
going to be used for actual SEO
work in relation to the layout work.
Spending the entire budget to get
a nice site is worthless if no one
visits. Lately I have been recommending my clients to pay a portion
of the bid as a performance bonus.

Also, understand the difference
between listings and “paid” listings.
Those boxes on the side of Google
are paid listings. You should do that
also, but that won’t get you on the
first page of the listings every time.
Make sure they are clear about what
they mean when they say “first page”!
If I’m the security company in my
example, I want a user to type:
Security company <name of city>
in the search bar and come up. Not…
ABC Security <name of city>
I want people who don’t know who
I am to find me. If they are typing my
name, they likely know me already and
are just looking for a phone number or
address. If I’m paying for SEO, I want
new people visiting my site, not ones
I’ve already paid for.

A Performance Bonus
If a person or company makes a
guarantee as part of their proposal,
then the bid is only worth what is
being offered if all the conditions
are met. If someone says first-page
placement as part of the offer, then
your decision to accept their offer
is based on that. If they fail to fulfill
this point, then their bid is null. If
a mechanic contracts to put on four
new tires and only does three, you
wouldn’t pay them for four, now
would you? Of course not.
Tying the bid to a performance
bonus protects you from false
claims and half-finished work. If
they have some secret way to get
you on the first page of the listings,
they’re worth every penny.
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Get What You Pay For
When websites start costing in the
thousands, it’s time to get an attorney involved who understands digital
rights. This is harder to come by then
you might imagine. Digital contract
law can protect you from unscrupulous Web designers. It also lays out
who owns what and what is expected.
Some things are: who will own the
source code; a timetable to see roughs
of what you want; and certainly a fair
payment schedule. Don’t leave these
things to be decided by a judge in a
court of law – judges may not comprehend details of your case, and you
don’t want a surprise ruling. This is
no time for “he said/she said.” I’ve
seen companies lose their entire website name. This can prove very costly if
collateral material like business cards
and a marketing rollout effort has
been paid for and is in place, only to
be scrapped.
Getting a site up and running
and online needn’t be a tortuous
effort. A quality Web firm will guide
you through the process, making the
endeavor easy even for the novice. Ask
questions along the way, and make
sure the answers satisfy you fully. If
you walk away feeling less informed,
keep walking – this isn’t someone you
should work with. N
David Allen has been working in the
computer industry since 1973. He has
consulted and done work with many
F500 companies.

